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There are new Foundations In Genesis of Idaho (FIGI) meetings Sept. 26,27,28.
Bruce Malone of “Search for the Truth” ministry will be speaking on a different topic each evening, and
they are in the usual three locations:
Sept 26 Wednesday, Emmett "Media Madness"
Sept 27 Thursday, Boise "Red Letter"
Sept 28 Friday, Nampa "Fold The Rock"
Please read the descriptions of each presentation, because you may want to attend more than one!
Please note that the MAILING ADDRESS for Northwest Science Museum has changed to:
Northwest Science Museum, PO Box 888, Nampa, ID 83653088

The Future Location of The Northwest Science Museum is moving forward in negotiations now! We

have a very successful local Christian business man handling the negotiations with the owners
of the Gateway Mall in Nampa. This is a wonderful location and the best opportunity that we
have seen. This can handle the museum's development for several years. Southwest Museum
Services has been engaged in the design of the exhibits, themes, and tour flow.
This is a project that Creation believing Christians can support in many ways, and so bring
glory to God. The very first Bible verse says, "In the beginning God created the heavens and
the earth". (Genesis 1:1 NIV) Christians are to believe in Creation because God says it is true.
His Word is authoritative. "For since the creation of the world God’s invisible qualities—his
eternal power and divine nature—have been clearly seen, being understood from what has
been made, so that people are without excuse." (Romans 1:20 NIV)
Our Museum is unique in that it carefully presents "peer reviewed science," and not just
Christian dogma. Second, the Museum is presenting as carefully as possible, both world views
for the understanding of the origins of our exhibits; the Naturalistic (evolutionistic) and the

Creationistic interpretations. Both views side by side, challenge any reasonable person to
consider which view makes the most sense with the science presented.
The Yellowstone tour and dinosaur bones dig were a huge hit for those who went. Stan Lutz
said that this was a "fact finding mission" for them, and the group took hundreds of pictures.
These will possibly be used in designing some of our new exhibits. Bonnie Lutz was enthralled
with the beauty of the Grand Tetons. They observed the geological layering action from The
Flood, and many types of glaciers. They also saw a big grizzly bear eating on a freshly killed
bison. There were a lot of ravens trying to get to the kill, and they saw the grizzly charge them
in a lightning-like burst of speed, then jump up into the air several feet off the ground and
snatch a raven in flight and kill it.

